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Guest Editorial 
Computer Science and Information Systems: 

The Future? 

Philip Machanick 

Department of Computer Science, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa 
philip©cs.vits.ac.za 

1 Introduction 

As president of the South African Institute for Com
puter Scientists and Information Technologists (SAIC
SIT), I have visited a number of campuses and compa
nies, in an attempt at arriving at a general assessment 
of the state of our subjects in South Africa. 

An issue which I consistently pick up is that 
while everyone seems to think that computer-related 
skills are extremely important and in short supply, 
our academic departments are also extremely under
resourced. 

At the last Southern African Computer Lecturers 
Association (SACLA) conference (28-29 June, Golden 
Gate), I had the opportunity to discuss the problems 
other academics see. This editorial lists some of the 
problems reported at SACLA, and proposes a way for
ward. 

2 Problems 

At SACLA, I led a discussion of problems seen in our 
academic departments. 

There was wide agreement that both Computer 
Science ( CS) and Information Systems (IS) depart
ments were under pressure to increase student num
bers (massification), and were seen as cash cows to 
prop up less popular subjects. It was broadly agreed 
that staffing was a critical issue: too few posts for 
the workload, salaries way out of line with industry 
(half or less, as compared to the US, where an aca
demic salary may be 80% of an industry salary). Re
cent graduates often make more than professors which 
makes it hard to persuade our students to become 
academics (even to do higher degrees). Attracting a 
recent PhD with a sense of adventure is may be possi
ble, but attracting experienced people' used to earning 
a salary in a strong currency is hard. IS jobs are worse 
than CS, as the skills required are more like those in 
business. Support staff salaries are an even harder 
issue: their skills relate even more directly to job de
scriptions in industry. 

A problem in addressing our concerns is that we 
are so overworked that we don't have time for "poli
tics": academics with no students have time on their 
hands, but we don't. More industry support not only 
with directly addressing problems but with taking on 
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university administrations would be useful, but they 
too have major problems and don't have free time. 

3 Solutions? 

Solutions are liarder to identify than problems. 
The SACLA session ended with a proposal that we 

conduct surveys of our institutions and businesses, to 
find out what the problems are, as a starting point for 
going to university administrations, gover~ment and 
business. 

Another idea was to attempt to find common 
cause with business in taking on problems they have 
in common with academia, including the skills short
age, the insufficient capacity of our education system, 
and dealing with employment equity. 

One of our biggest difficulties is to free up time to 
deal with issues such as resource allocation within our 
universities. The "competition" is frequently other 
academics with time on their hands, since they have 
too few students, and therefore are in a posit.ion to 
spend time looking after their interests. 

What is needed now is some thought about how 
to pull ourselves out of the mess we are in. In partic
ular, we need strategies to exploit our strengths: our 
high demand among students, the high demand for 
the skills we produce and the ubiquitous applicability 
of computer technology. 

Given the wide use of computers, it would seem 
obvious that our areas should be strongly supported 
by a range of role players, yet the fact that so many 
different groups are interested in computer technology 
in one way or another has tended to fragment c~fforts 
to enhance our industry and academic institutions. 

Clearly, from conversations I_ have held, some de
partments are in much better shape than others. Even 
so, some kind of collective effort is likely to achieve 
more results than if we allow ourselves to be pushed 
around as individuals. Addressing the fragmentation 
of efforts seems a worthy goal in itself, to reduce du
plication and contradictory goals. 

I appeal to anyone who has constructive i(h-!as on 
how to take our subjects forward to cont.a.ct nw. Let 
us work on building ourselves up. The economy de
pends on us, much more than on most other academic 
disciplines. It's time we made that pointi and ma.de 
it strongly. 
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Communications and Viewpoints 

Progressing towards Object Orientation in South Africa 

M. Jansen van Rensburg 

Software Engineering Applications Laboratory, Electrical Engineering, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa, 

mjvanren@tsamail.trsa.ac.za 

Abstract 

This article provides a description of the current state of Object Orientation in South African companies. It forms pa rt of a 
MSc research report, looking at the pitfalls and guidelines in the transition to 00. The problems involved in this transition 
are discussed and possible solutions and guidelines are provided. The future trends for 00 are also investigated. The 
.findings are presented as a collection of the issues involved in this transition. 
Keywords: Object Orientation, Methodology 
Computing Review Categories: D.2 

1 Introduction 

Due to the dynamic nature of the software industry there is 
a constant pressure to adopt new design and implementa
tion strategies. In particular, the past few years have been 
characterised by a move towards Object Oriented (00) 
methodologies. This move has been motivated by a num
ber of advantages associated with the 00 approach such 
as improved maintainability and reuse of code. The tran
sition to 00, however, has not been easy and lessons can 
be learned from the experience of companies that have al
ready attempted this change. There is a need therefore 
to understand the problems associated with adopting 00 
methodologies within an organisation, and to explore ways 
of avoiding them. This paper focuses on determining the 
progress that companies in general, and those in South 
Africa in particular, have made so far in the transition to 
00. 

2 The process 

This paper reports on a research project which was struc
tured as follows: Firstly, a literature survey was conducted 
to determine the current state of knowledge in explain
ing and analysing the transition to 00 methodologies. Si
multaneously, a number of informal interviews were con
ducted with selected South African companies to explore 
their views and experiences. Based on the literature survey 
and these informal interviews a questionnaire was devel
oped and administered telephonically to a selected sample 
of 120 South African companies. This telephonic ques
tionnaire served to highlight important trends and issues in 
the transition to 00 techniques. Based on the responses to 
the telephone interviews a group of 12 companies was cho
sen from the original sample of 120. Each of these were 
visited and a face-to-face interview was conducted with 
the IT or software development manager. This interview 
delved more deeply into the issues that arose from the first 
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3% Manutadurng 

Service XI% 
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Figure 1 : Companies versus market sector 

informal interview, the literature study and the telephonic 
interviews. This research process served to describe the 
progress towards 00 in South African companies and to 
construct an empirical basis for an analysis of this tran
sition locally and a comparison with international experi
ence. 

3 The Telephonic Interview 

Telephonic interviews were conducted during May 1998. 
Questions were formulated with simple Yes I No or multi
ple choice answers. 

Since the results obtained from the telephonic inter
view would critically influence the remainder of the re
search, a representative sample of companies had to be ob
tained. Many companies operate nationally with offices in 
various regions. For this reason geographic location was 
not used as a basis for drawing the sample. Instead, market 
sector proved to be a useful criterion. Eleven market sec
tors were identified and a sample of 120 companies was 
selected in proportion to the size of the relevant market 
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tt.Jm be r of Com pani es 
versus Location 
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Nlt:11· 31. 

Gauteng 
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Figure 2: Companies versus location 

sector. The list of companies was compiled using several 
business directories and Internet classification directories 
as guidelines. Figure 1 illustrates the sample used in the 
telephonic interviews in relation to each company's mar
ket sector. Although geographical position was not used in 
drawing the sample, figure 2 illustrates the composition of 
the sample in relation to the location of each company. 

4 The detailed interviews 

The detailed face-to-face interviews were conducted dur
ing June and July 1998. The decision to select companies 
to be interviewed was based on the extent of their 00 ex
perience and the importance of their market sectors. A set 
of questions were prepared in advance and were used as is
sues for discussion rather than simple Yes I No or multiple 
choice answers. The experience with 00 in these com
panies ranged from "experimental" (less than one year) to 
eight years. 

5 Results of the research 

The remainder of this paper is structured around various 
issues which were identified in the p'ublished international 
literature. In each of the following subsections the issue 
is described and related to the situation in .South Africa as 
determined from the research. 

5.1 WhyOO? 

There is considerable agreement worldwide that choosing 
00 as the basis for software development offers advan
tages, including: 

• Productivity through reuse: The 1997 Cutter Consor
tium's report [ 12], for which more than 200 enterprises 
world-wide were used in a survey, concluded that com
panies are adopting 00 to achieve increased produc
tivity through reuse; 

• Higher-quality systems [23] 
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• Higher quality development process [23]; 

• Capacity to build larger systems [7]: "For large prob
lems where a large staff is needed 00 leads on each 
facet of the required teamwork. Once the initial defini
tion of classes is started, teams can start development 
in separate groups of classes with Jess ripple effect be
tween classes when changes are needed. The granular
ity of development tasks leads to a natural strong fire 
wall between OT and most other classes." [7] 

• Solution to a business problem: to promote 00 with 
management, it is necessary to present 00 as a solu
tion to a business problem, says Litvintchouk [ 17]. 

• Rapid development: The semantic richness of object 
models makes specifications more reversible and sup
ports rapid application development directly. Sound 
object oriented analysis helps to deliver the benefits of 
00 much earlier in the life cycle [ 19]. 

• Encapsulation [ 19] 

• Extensibility and flexibility: Moreau in his article 
mentions the late binding of messages to target ob
jects which provides flexibility to reconfigure systems 
dynamically without recompilation [ 19]. 

In both the telephone questionnaire and the detailed 
interviews, the above advantages were explored in relation 
to the reasons for adopting 00 in South Africa. The re
search showed that South African companies gave most of 
the above reasons for choosing 00. In particular they listed 
the following advantages: 

• handling complexity; 

• the promise of portability; 

• maintainability; 

• understanding the business; 

• a need to model data and functions together; 

• long term benefits and reuse. (Surprisingly, reuse was 
very low on the list of most companies. Therefore this 
issue was explored further and is discussed later in this 
paper.) 

The research also showed that South African compa
nies listed reasons for adopting 00 which were not men
tioned in the international literature. These include: 

• improving quality 

• "All the new technologies are in 00" - there is a need 
to move with the new technologies available 

• Developers' needs - developers do not want to work 
on mainframe systems. Companies want to keep the 
right people and therefore are forced to move lo the 
new technologies. 

The last two reasons mentioned are issues of concern, as 
Page-Jones classified both as being the wrong reasons for 
adopting 00 [23]. 
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5.2 Resisting the change 

The detailed interviews revealed that before adopting 00 
most companies were using structured methods and that 
COBOL was the most widely used language. The next 
logical question was therefore to explore the issue of re
sistance to change towards 00. Litvintchouk's research 
showed that organisations often undertake 00 technol
ogy projects without the necessary management support. 
People adopt resistive attitudes where there isn't an atmo
sphere fostered to make it happen, which causes failure 
[17]. Vayda [32] found that, specifically in large com
panies, there was a great deal of inertia and resistance to 
change. Our research shows that in South Africa, in those 
companies where 00 was implemented with a clear un
derstanding that it represented a paradigm shift and that 
design and implementation methods were to be changed 
(i.e. full 00), the process was met with considerable resis
tance. The resistance seemed to stem from the following: 

• It seemed to be the older developers who did not ap
prove the move to 00. 

• Often being uninformed, developers, users and man
agers thought of 00 as vapourware (a lot of hype but 
no results). 

• At the time of the transition, developers did not under
stand the technology and thought it was too complex. 
Developers typically did not see the need to change 

The companies which report very little resistance to 
the transition to 00 appear to be those which either em
ploy people with some prior knowledge or experience of 
the technology, or people who are largely ignorant of what 
the new process entails. This also relates to the observation 
that people are only using the tools, and not the methodol
ogy. This reinforces Orr's [25] observation in 1995, that 
it is not clear how many people who think they are doing 
00 programming, actually do OOP, and that it seems to 
be a small percentage. In his article Wick [33] provides a 
description of the content of a first year computer science 
(CS l) course and also describes how it should be adapted 
so that students learn that 00 is purely a medium and not 
the message. The message should be software reusability. 
"The major pitfalls of current approaches to teaching C++ 
and 00 in CS 1 stem from a misplaced focus on the tools 
rather than on the application of the tools" ... "Students are 
not motivated through the use of concepts before they are 
asked to consider their implementation". He also reasons 
that life cycle issues such as maintenance and documenta
tion should be made important, arguing that CS 1 courses 
often only teach students to be consumers not producers of 
reusable software. 

5.3 Languages 

The January 1998 survey in Object Magazine [22], found 
the primary programming language among respondents to 
be C++ (49.3% of respondents) while other languages in
cluded Java (18.7%), Smalltalk (16%) and Visual Basic 
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(4%). C++ and Java were also the preferred languages ac
cording to the Cutter consortium report [12]. Reed's [26] 
explanation is that "because C++ is considered the succes
so~ to C, C pro_grammers wanting the benefits of the object 
onented paradigm look to C++ as a logical step toward ob
ject oriented programming". In South Africa, C++ dom
inated the market, with Visual Basic and Borland's Del
phi competing for being the second most used. Java and 
~malltalk shared third place. Java is chosen for platform 
mdependence and pure 00, while Smalltalk is a popular 
choice when looking for a pure and dynamic language that 
also offers garbage collection. The research agrees with 
Reed's explanation in that South African programmers also 
see C:+ as a natural progression from using C. It would ap
pear from the research that companies in South Africa us
ing_ Java, Smalltsilk and C++ had more experience in 00, 
while companies using, for example, Visual Basic were us
ing it for its attractive tools, rather than its 00 features. A 
recommendation from a consulting company is that the im
plementation language should be chosen only after the ar
chitecture and a controlled development process has been 
put into place. 

5.4 Testing 

From Arnold's article [I] it is clear that testing is often 
the last item on the agenda and is therefore most often 
neglected: "In the real world of large projects involving 
legacy systems, non-00 interfaces, non-infinite resources 
non-infinitely applicable tools, competing and clashin~ 
features, and non-infinite windows, testing is thrown back 
into the trade-off world along with all the other trade-offs 
involved in engineering and business." From the interviews 
conducted as part of the research it appeared as if testing 
does not receive much attention in South Africa either. No 
mention was made of automated testing. The lack of a 
testing process in 00 projects seems to be due to a lack 
of tools (for Smalltalk and Java), the high costs associated 
with tools, or tools covering only limited sections of the 
system life cycle. A further reason given was a lack of 
user commitment, since in many of the cases the testing 
also needs to include acceptance testing by the user. The 
testing methods that were being used included "rigorous" 
testing in parallel with the old system running, usi;g man
ual regression, code based integrated testing, and using in
formation models as guidelines to define certain test areas. 
In many cases it is the developers who still do the testing 
themselves, and companies having separate testers seemed 
to be the exception rather than the rule. 

5.5 Legacy systems - an unwanted reality 

The significance of working with legacy systems can be 
found in Baer's comment [8]: "The ability to identify suc
cessful strategies for working with [legacy systems! will 
determine the pace at which large organisations can move 
to object technology." Vayda [32] recommends four strate
gies for reengineering legacy systems, including incremen-
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tal reengineering, database conversion 1, migration strate
gies (such as running parallel systems until the new system 
is in place) and wrappers. In South Africa it seems from 
the research that most companies have systems which they 
have classified as legacy systems. Interestingly, in a num
ber of cases these systems were relatively new (3 years), 
and some were even 00 systems2• Methods of dealing 
with these legacy systems included: 

• mapping the problem with a CASE tool, 

• using messaging and CORBA for wrapping, 

• using queues to integrate where there is data entry in 
multiple places, 

• file integration and data conversion ( where data is the 
only contact between the old and new systems). 

5.6 The promise of reuse 

"The sophistication a company shows in its use of classes 
and components is a good sign of the company's overall 
progress toward an 00 based development capability" -
Harmon [ 12] There is currently little empirical informa
tion on what to expect from reuse in terms of productivity 
and quality gains [3]. Vayda [32] distinguishes between 
organisational barriers and technical barriers to achieving 
reuse. Organisational barriers include the transformation 
of the organisational mindset to include reuse, developing 
resources to champion reuse, and developing reward struc
tures, with reuse specialists being rewarded quite differ
ently from developers and developers being rewarded for 
reuse. Key personnel have to be taken away from other 
tasks in order to bring sufficient business knowledge to 
new 00 developments [11]. Technical barriers include the 
difficulty in producing truly general reusable components, 
documenting and distributing the components, finding the 
right components, handling changes to the libraries and 
namespace conflicts when integrating libraries from mul
tiple vendors. One should also include over-generalisation 
[ 11]. Korson [ 14] warns against so-called "Libraries of so
fabeds " which are classes that have' a large reuse potential 
but are not optimal for any given application. Finally, the 
inclusion of application specific ideas in a library intended 
for general use, leading to restrictions and delay in subse
quent projects, [ 11] as well as the unavailability of tools 
for supporting reuse [15], were also given as reasons for 
not achieving reuse successfully. Being a difficult process, 
reuse was not a primary objective for many companies in 
South Africa. Reuse is often tied to the type of business, 
and development is therefore often too specific rather than 
too generic [4]. In the case of a company from the military 
sector, which was interviewed, it was pointed out that in 
their ,applications the software is embedded and the hard
ware is changing. They therefore believe that it is imprac
tical to try to achieve reuse. In the interview with a con-

I Controversy exists on this issue. According to Korncoff [8] legacy 
databases should be left intact. 

2Casais also referred to this problem in his article [5] 
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suiting company they proposed promoting maintainability 
and risk management rather than reuse. Other suggestions 
coming out of the local research were using refactoring3 

after development, writing a framework and making that 
specific, and concentrating on having the same develop
ment process throughout. According to a large insurance 
company, reuse comes from repetition by going through 
multiple abstractions. Trying to design for reuse was con
sidered to be premature since it cannot appear up front in 
the design. The message is therefore to concentrate on 
use rather than reuse. Some of these companies are how
ever investigating appointing a person as a "reuse miner" 
to manage the libraries, plan the repository, etc. 

5.7 Where South Africa lags behind - organ
isational structure 

From opinions expressed in the international literature, it 
is clear that organisational issues have a large part to play 
in the successful implementation of 00 in a company. In 
Graham's opinion, [ I 0, 11] "the real nightmare is the or
ganisational issue. It has to come from the top." The focus 
here is on what happens to the project team structure, man
agement policies and development process, says Korson 
[14]. He also claims to have seen "projects fail to achieve 
the promise of 00 because the organisation did not un
derstand the changes in corporate infrastructure that were 
necessary to support the object paradigm." In 50% of the 
cases studied in the research, the organisational structure 
has not changed at all. Most respondents thought however 
that such a change was necessary and would happen in the 
future. The perception is that there are different roles for 
team members involved in 00 development as compared 
to procedural development. Examples of such roles are 
a system architect who can act as mentor, a project man
ager, developers and a quality assurance team. In the cases 
where the company's organisational structure has changed, 
it seemed to be related to general restructuring and not 
related to 00. It is therefore clear that the organisational 
change related to 00 is an area South African companies 
need to address urgently. 

6 Experiences 

In the 1997 Cutter Consortium's report [ 12], 41 % of com
panies reported at least one 00 failure. Reasons given in
cluded poor management and a shortage of experienced 
developers. Exploring this further during the local inter
views, one of the questions probed companies on the mis
takes that they have made so far, together with prohlcms 

30ften when changing code, additions become very complex hut there 
is no time for redesign. Refactoring describes the techniques that reduce 
the pain of redesigning. The functionality of the software is not changed, 
but rather the internal structure. It normally involves small steps at a time, 
such as moving a field to another class. Also, while using refactoring no 
new functionality is added. The technique is still new and is mainly used 
in the Smalltalk community but promises· to improve software develop
ment in all environments [6]. 
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they were currently experiencing. Some of the issues listed 
below may not seem directly 00 related, but have led to a 
delay in the advance to 00 in South Africa. 

• Lack of proper design, and not using a methodol
ogy. The importance of the methodology was often 
not stressed sufficiently. 

• Lack of skills, coupled with having no time for train
ing. 

• In the case of a large merchant bank, using a relational 
database - in this case 30% of the code and 60% of 
the performance were compromised just to handle the 
conversion from a relational to an 00 database. 

• Not having the luxury of experience gained on a 
smaller project. 

• Not having the luxury to investigate different tools 
first. 

• Many companies are still operating at a SEI CMM4 

level of one, thereby having "hero programmers" - if 
these programmers leave there is no one to take over. 

• Lack of proper documentation. 

• Lack of full time project management. 

• Being too calendar driven - deadlines have to be met 
regardless of the quality of the system being devel
oped. 

• Lack of communication amongst users and between 
users and developers. 

• The paradigm shift, requiring a new way of thinking. 

• At a large defence industry company it was found that 
despite using 00 for handling complexity, the system 
analysis was still functional in nature. It was difficult 
to find a transition from analysis to design. There was 
no automatic process for _integration of the whole life 
cycle. 

Some of these issues are discussed in more detail in 
the following subsections. 

6.1 The state of training 

The Cutter Consortium Report [ 12] concluded that com
panies acquire the 00 developers they need from the fol
lowing sources: 51 % train current staff in 00, 41 % re
cruit staff with 00 skills, 8% use consultants. The January 
OMO survey [22] found that 42.1 % of .respondents had 
some form of classroom training in their primary method
ology, whereas 57. l % had not. 

Figure 3 illustrates the direct relationship found in 
the telephonic survey between skill level in South African 

4The CMM (capability maturity model) was developed by the SEI 
(Software Engineering Institute) at Carnegie-Mellon University, and de
fines five levels of maturity in the software process of organisations [29). 
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companies and the experience in 00. The pie chart on the 
left indicates a large percentage of companies using mostly 
university graduates, lying in the "Have implemented 00" 
and "Have used advanced 00 techniques" categories. The 
chart on the right ( companies using self-trained staff) re
veals a large percentage of companies in the "No 00" 
and "Heard of 00" categories. The question that therefore 
arose was: Is formal academic education a prerequisite for 
the successful implementation of 00? The detailed inter
views revealed the following: 

6.1.1 General requirements 

Companies generally were not specifically attempting to 
employ graduates. The policy seemed to be rather one of 
recruiting IT staf(with a knowledge of the company's area 
of business or people with skills in the business who also 
had IT skills. People with practical experience are in de
mand. A close match between employees' values and the 
company culture will ultimately determine whether they 
will remain with the company in the long run. 

6.1.2 The paradigm shift 

According to Vayda (32] choosing the right team im
plies choosing the right attitude rather than technical skills 
which can be learned. "The most important factor in get
ting 00 technology inserted was skill leverage .... the good 
procedural designers became the good object designers, 
probably because they had abstract reasoning capability" 
[ 17]. Graham [ 11] reports that the main choice most organ
isations have is between traditional developers with many 
years of experience and newcomers with skills in 00 and 
modern methods. He reasons that neither will do since 
they should learn from each other. A South African retail 
company agreed that attitude (towards 00) is more impor
tant than aptitude, thereby supporting Vayda's argument. 
A small software company felt that people who are good 
in C will also be good in C++. In contrast many com
panies mentioned that COBOL developers will have too 
many learning curves and that for 00 one should rather 
use new people. A banking institution mentioned that it is 
easy for developers to use C++ or Smalltalk procedurally 
and that the only way to solve this is by getting new devel
opers and using the old ones for maintenance. 

6.1.3 Training companies in South Africa 

External training companies are used in most cases with 
in-house courses offered for big teams. In two cases com
panies rely heavily on internal mentoring, where new re
cruits are assigned to older employees for guidance. A 
number of companies thought that the training compa
nies often had less experience than the companies them
selves did and would therefore rather use individual con
tractors that are good. The experience has also been that 
courses on offer are limited, for example, there is insuffi
cient training for CORBA. Training companies are often 
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partisan and force the use of their product rather than ad
dressing the real needs of the client. In general, compa
nies did not make much use of the services of 00 consult
ing companies - except where individual contractors were 
employed The high costs involved in employing consult
ing companies was also cited as a reason for not making 
use of their services. Consulting companies often focus on 
certain market sectors and some companies felt that these 
consulting companies would not understand their culture. 
The comment "South Africa is driven too much by suppli
ers who think they are consultants" emphasised the need 
for product-independent consulting. 

6.2 Quality 

"Software development processes map the abstract theo
ries of the 00 technique into concrete and repeatable ac
tions" [7] 

Baer [8] recommends moving to SEI CMM level 3 to 
maximise reuse. Bernsen [8] reasons that the SEI level 
can influence the ease and duration 'of the transition to 00 
and that the transition can only be as orderly as the CMM 
level. He therefore feels that companies at level 1 should 
consider the transition to a higher level· concurrent with 
moving to 00. Korncoff's comment was that large scale 
reuse goes together with the CMM level. In his article, 
Vayda [32] stresses the importance of ensuring a quality 
process, by saying that 00 requires the development pro
cesses required by the CMM (e.g. version control, metrics, 
inspections, etc) to be handled very well. Figure 4 illus
trates the clear relationship revealed during the telephonic 
interviews between quality in South African companies 
and the awareness of 00. The pie chart on the left indi
cates that in companies where quality is in place, a large 
percentage of companies fall in the "Have implemented 
00" and "Have used advanced 00 techniques" categories. 
In contrast, the chart on the right indicates that in com
panies where no quality is in place, a large percentage of 
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companies have no 00 experience or have only heard of 
00. During the detailed interviews, however, many com
panies felt that quality had no influence on the move to
wards 00. Two cases were mentioned where companies 
have their own standards and quality procedures already 
in place even though they have only recently started with 
00. In contrast, a company was mentioned where 00 has 
been implemented successfully even though the company 
is at CMM level 0. South African companies seem to have 
the opinion that "if things work leave them because there 
are other things to do", and that quality is a good thing to 
have, but, in practice there is no time for it. One suggestion 
was that organisations should be "getting a handle" on the 
00 technology first and change as little as possible at the 
same time. More positive opinions, supporting Baer's ar
gument, were that if more processes were in place it would 
be easier to implement 00 (although no CMM level can 
be a prerequisite for success), and that implementing good 
00 might even improve the quality process since certain 
processes have to be followed. A warning came from a re
tail company against merely having quality in place for the 
sake of "ticking boxes". 

6.3 Using methodologies 

When asked about the importance of methodologies in 
software development today, Stroustrup [21] replied: "For 
larger projects, the rules and processes we call methods 
are necessary, for smaller projects less rigorous approaches 
are often preferable. Methods are too often used in an 
attempt to compensate for lack of direction ... and a 
Jack of concepts in the programming used. A method is 
not a substitute for thinking and understanding. Meth
ods should be applied flexibly enough to accommodate the 
varying talents, tastes, and weaknesses of a diverse man
ager, designer, and programmer population." It is seen that 
methodologies should therefore Qe used correctly to be of 
value in the development of 00 systems. According to 
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the Cutter Consortium Report [12], UML (now officially 
approved by the OMO) is already used by 15% of com
panies. Most companies indicated a move to UML dur
ing· 1998. These results were confirmed during the Jan
uary OMO survey [22], with the primary object methodol
ogy used in most companies being UML (43.8%). The 
phases for which methodologies were used were analy
sis (24% ), architecture (23.5% ), high level design (24% ), 
detailed design (19%), and testing (9.5%). Surprisingly, 
16.4% of companies did not use any methodology. Re
lating this to the situation in South Africa the telephonic 
interview indicated a clear relationship between the pres
ence of a methodology and the awareness of 00 within 
the company. (Figure 5) The chart on the left indicates that 
where companies do not use a methodology, there is typ
ically no 00 experience present. The chart on the right 
indicates a clear relationship between companies that have 
already used advanced 00 techniques and the presence of 
a methodology. In the detailed interviews, it became clear 
that, where present, UML was the most popular method
ology being used, although most companies created their 
own customised version of it. Complaints about UML in
cluded that it only described the notation and not the pro
cess. As with metrics [See section 6.7.2], the recommen
dation was that no specific process will provide all the an
swers ("not all of the ticks on the checklists always apply") 
and therefore the process should be adapted as required. In 
most cases the methodology is used for the whole devel
opment life cycle, but it seems to be more successful from 
software analysis to testing. Many companies mentioned 
that the more involved one becomes in 00, the more one 
realises the importance of using a methodology. However, 
the research showed that in many companies no method
ology was used, highlighting once again situations where 
new tools are being adopted rather than the 00 methodol
ogy per se. 

6.4 First 00 project 

For a company tackling its first 00 project the following 
recommendations can be found in the international litera
ture: 

• 11 Mistakes are a normal part of the learning process so 
ensure that the project can afford to make mistakes and 
take the time to learn it right. The pilot project should 
be done in a short interval so that it provides timely 
feedback. Understanding and applying the technology 
correctly is more important than meeting the schedule" 
[16] 

• Korncoff [8] recommends choosing a small non criti
cal problem to establish an initial success. 

• According to Vayda [32] the project should have high 
visibility but also a lenient schedule. 

• The recommendation is not to tie the budget for in
troducing object orientation to a single project budget 
[23]. 
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• According to Fayad [7] the first project must be a 
new project which does not have added issues, such 
as legacy systems. 

• The first project must be large and meaningful enough 
to influence the attitude towards 00 of staff involved 
in other projects[?]. 

Comparing this with the results found in the local re
search, in all but one company, the first 00 project was 
a critical project. This seemed to stem from the nature of 
the business where the project was often the main project 
( only project) or where it takes a critical project to get man
agement attention and commitment. Suggestions for the 
first (ideal) project matched the international literature: a 
project where developers can first learn everything about 
00, that doesn't have impact but that seeks commitment 
and is of low risk. This suggests an "in between" project. 
If too small, it will not matter whether it worked or not and 
people will not know about it. If too big, failure could lead 
to disaster. The project should be short (six months to one 
year) because management will want to see results in the 
short term. 

6.5 A difference in management 

Regarding the management of 00 projects, according to 
Kenny Rubin from ParcPlace in the USA, the require
ment is to appreciate the influence of object technology on 
software development processes, resources, and products 
[13]. According to Coplien from AT&T, the differences 
for 00 projects relate to doing risk management in a field 
of emerging tools and methods that lack the track records 
available for other methods [ 13]. Johnson's requirement 
is understanding both project management and the cost is
sues, as well as having 00 development experience." [ 13] 
Fayad [7] found that the manager needs to deal with new 
or different problems: staffing, training, scheduling, cost 
estimation, standards, documentation, etc. From the local 
research, although it seemed in South Africa that manage
ment played an important role in the transition, there was 
no consensus as to whether the management of 00 devel
opment is indeed different from the management of other 
projects. A consulting company found it to be so different 
that they in fact offer a course on the topic. The opin
ions expressed did not reflect a clear separation between 
the experienced and less experienced companies. Argu
ments given to support the change in management included 
the short turnaround when using an iterative approach, (in 
contrast with structured methods where there are long pro
cesses) that influences project planning, as well as the 
paradigm shift resulting in a new breed of programmers 
to manage. 

6.6 Databases 

" ... small companies are ahead in adopting 00 databases, 
reflecting the stronger hold that database managers in large 

· companies have on their organisations. "[ 12] In South 
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Africa there was unanimous agreement with the above 
statement. The reasoning behind this is that in small com
panies individuals take pride in what they do and are less 
conservative, whereas in large companies there are more 
rules (more bureaucracy) and more people that are reluc
tant to change. Also, due to internal politics and the lack of 
communication, management in large companies are often 
uninformed and are influenced by vendors' propaganda as 
well as myths and prejudice about 00 databases being un
able to handle large volumes of data. It is also easier and 
cheaper to change in smaller companies due to less data, 
whereas large companies cannot afford down time and are 
restricted by legacy systems. The reality in South African 
companies is often having a small number of clients and 
being forced to use what the client demands, which might 
not necessarily be an 00 database. 

6.7 Tools: CASE and metrics 

6.7.1 CASE Tools 

"While vice-grips may be used to drive in a nail, a crafts
man will always use a hammer!" - Baker [2] The follow
ing problems related to the use of CASE (Computer Aided 
Software Engineering) have been documented by various 
authors: 

• "CASE tools allow poor designers to produce bad de
signs much more quickly."- Grady Booch. 

• "The continual introduction of new products makes it 
easy to develop a love/hate relationship with tools", 
says Shan [31]. The author found that while it is 
important to be quick to adopt new tools that can 
help speed up development and improve quality, oth
ers must be avoided because of additional training 
times, unnecessary complexities, and inappropriate
ness to the job at hand. 

• According to Malan [ 18] CASE tools at the high end 
are not intuitive to use, whereas tools at the low end 
provide minimal support. · 

• Standardisation of tool integration is still not complete 
which means that CASE tools might not be ready for 
full time deployment and can therefore cause more 
problems in large-scale projects [9]. 

• Most CASE tools do not cover the full life cycle [ 4]. 

• There is a lack in on-line support to aid the user [4]. 

• CASE tools often have unrealistic process require
ments regarding the order of specification of a diagram 
[20]. 

South African companies also questioned the state of 
the CASE tools available at present. Most of these compa
nies therefore do not use any CASE tools. If they do, it is 
mostly for the documentation of designs and not for code 
generation. The following problems were raised: 
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• CASE tools are effective for most of the work but of
ten ignore the last (important) part of the work. This 
makes the process take longer when using CASE. 

• It is very expensive (especially if it only serves as a 
drawing tool) aimed at the big users. 

• There is no time to get to know the tool and related to 
this, the tool could give you the wrong results if you 
don't know it thoroughly. 

• Experiences are that CASE tools are not flexible 
enough. 

• In the cases where a good CASE tool seemed to be 
at hand, management could not be convinced to spend 
the money. on something that they felt "they could not 
see". 

• Another comment was that once the (quality) process 
has been mastered the CASE tool will help, hut as a 
result of having the process, not the CASE tool. 

6.7.2 Metrics 

Moreau [ 19] found that very little research has been done 
towards analytically measuring and quantifying the advan
tages of 00: "Unfortunately many existing metrics that 
have been utilised within conventional programming en
vironments are inappropriate for evaluating 00 systems in 
certain circumstances. " During our detailed interviews, 
metrics seemed to be a less important issue for most of the 
companies. Very few companies used any form of met
rics since metrics do not measure up to expectations - the 
few metrics available for 00 being counterproductive, not 
easily understandable and not usable. There is also no con
sistent standard for the usage of the metrics available even 
if the tools are good. Therefore no comparison can be done 
with other projects or companies (This seems to be true for 
all methods and is not only 00 related). The recommenda
tion was that companies should look at their own situation 
individually and not take the tool's output at face value. As 
with CASE tools, management often does not see the need 
to pay for something that is not tangible. At the same time, 
metrics are important where sceptical management is in
volved. In small companies, due to priorities, there is no 
money available for metrics. This is made worse hy the 
fact that metrics are often complex and require one dedi
cated person. In an insurance company, the perception was 
that since the company is at CMM level I, having metrics 
would be futile since metrics go hand-in-hand with having 
quality in place. 

7 Company profile 

In an attempt to describe from the research the typical com
pany that would make a successful transition to 00, the 
following issues were explored. 
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7.1 Market sector 

The telephonic interviews indicated that the retail, finance 
and IT (Information Technology) sectors are more ad
vanced in the implementation of 00, when compared to, 
for instance, the manufacturing and service industries (Fig
ure 6). This was also confirmed during the detailed inter
views. Financial software is often complex and 00 pro
vides a way to handle this. South African banking tech
nology is advanced in international terms and therefore 
it is likely that the most advanced software development 
technologies will also be used. The dynamic environment 
found in the retail, finance and IT sectors implies that new 
requirements are emerging all the time; 00 allows for 
making these changes. An interesting observation was that 
although the notion of financial, IT and retail sectors being 
advanced in 00 is true, the competitive nature of these in
dustries necessitates all of their technologies to be leading 
edge. 

7 .2 Company size 

According to the Cutter consortium report [12], early tran
sitions to 00 in large companies have resulted in sev
eral failures. However, most IT managers feel confident 
that they can develop 00 applications successfully and 
large companies are generally ahead of smaller compa
nies in adopting 00. Vayda's experience [32] in large scale 
projects was that "applying the 00 approach in the indus
trial setting turned out to be a battlefield strewn with land
mines in a number of surprising areas". These areas in
cluded different groups that had helped develop the project 
and therefore had different understandings of the problem, 
integration with other applications, and platform changes 
being part of the requirements. Also mentioned was data 
relationships that are complex and databases that are large, 
high performance requirements, solutions that have to be 
scaleable, a lot of inertia and resistance to change, and 
finally, lots of political issues. The telephonic interview 
didn't reveal any significant relationship between company 
size and the adoption of 00. 'However, the final interview 
revealed that smaller companies would generally find it 
easier moving to 00, motivated by the need for a radical 
approach to be successful and competiti~e. Large compa
nies typically have many software systems developed us
ing other technologies in use, as well as numerous legacy 
systems to maintain. This requires more c;o-ordination and 
communication. At the same time large companies are 
faced with more people resisting the change. The conclu
sion is that unlike small companies, in large companies a 
concept such as 00 is not always pervasive and will not be 
accepted throughout. 

7.3 Project size 

Although the telephonic interview did not confirm this, the 
popular opinion amongst South African IT practitioners is 
that smaller projects will do better in the transition to 00, 
having fewer people involved with differing opinions, bet-
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ter communication and less requiring change, even though 
in large companies 00 comes to its true value because it 
scales well. 

8 Timing the process 

"3-5 years is necessary to change the way in which soft
ware is developed as well as acquiring an 00 infrastruc
ture." - the Cutter Consortium report [ 12]. During inter
views, the following were mentioned as factors influencing 
the speed of adoption of 00 in a South African company: 

• Age of the developers - young people want to learn, 
older people are indoctrinated with structured princi
ples. 

• Knowledge of the business - as with all methodologies 
(not just 00) it influences the time frame for success. 

• Quality - the importance of the development process 

• Technical skills - surprisingly this seemed to be last on 
most people's list. 

The next logical question was whether it is easier for a 
company introducing 00 now compared to those who at
tempted to in the past, as mentioned in the following state
ment. "Object orientation, recently a revolutionary new 
approach to software, is now joining the mainstream of 
software techniques. A shop cu~rently embarking upon 
object orientation is therefore no longer an early adopter 
and is no longer forced to navigate a pioneering voyage 
to Terra Incognita." - Page-Jones [23] During local in
terviews, arguments against the above statement were that 
new tools will not solve the problem and that companies 
will still face the same basic problems. Problems occur 
especially where companies have investments in the older 
technologies. The longer a company waits, the longer it 
will be stranded with old technology and skills. Argu
ments I favour of the statement included the fact that tools, 
formal methods and training have become available mak
ing it practical to implement the technology. Since it has 
been proven, 00 is now an accepted technology even for 
companies that are not leading edge and where the "crit
ical mass factor" is important5. Although no agreement 
could be reached on this issue, if the time of adopting 00 
does play a role, it is relevant to find out what the attitude 
was regarding the future of 00. During interviews, a con
sulting company reasoned that although the standards are 
still evolving, the technology is already widely used. The 
question is whether the technology has reached maturity 
or is still evolving. If change is inevitable, what will these 
changes be? 

8.1 Is object technology still emerging? 

The characteristics of an emerging technology are that 
"there is more written about it than known about it , there 

5The company will not use a technology if the rest of the market does 
not 
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are more people selling it than using it and the vendors are 
making more money from education than from selling the 
tools". This still seems to apply to 00 [25]. New develop
ments in 00 include the following: 

• Next generation object oriented languages 

• Security and safety critical software [27] - there is 
a growing interest in the use of formal methods for 
safety critical software. 

• Server objects [30] which will make it possible to 
separate client design and server design. The impor
tant object languages (Smalltalk, C++) either currently 
support or have planned support for host class server 
environments. Clients are reaching the boundary of 
what they can provide without changing the server ap
plication. These workstation applications are becom
ing overly complex and will soon represent the next 
legacy problem. 

• Reengineering 00 legacy systems - according to Ca
sais [5], companies that pioneered the move to 00 
now face the evolution of thousands of classes which 
represents a new kind of legacy systems. Casais com
mented that "given the pace at which all economic sec
tors are taking up 00, an 00 reengineering technol
ogy is rapidly becoming an acute necessity." His ar
ticle presents 18 approaches to reengineering 00 sys
tems. 

• Components. The Cutter consortium report [12] con
cluded that most companies have started developing 
some form of component libraries, and 40% of these 
companies already have frameworks. Further evidence 
is a recent name change: Object Magazine became 
Component Strategies as a result of the evolution from 
object technology to the newest wave in application 
development. 

In South Africa the expectations for the future are as 
follows: 

8.1.1 Tools 

According to an insurance house, 00 ha§ emerged in the 
last year but is not mature yet - the measure being the vari
ety of tools still available. It is however exactly in this area 
(the tools) where most companies see new developments in 
the future, including fine tuning of the standard bodies and 
a shift in development tools where you will do less coding. 

8.1.2 Components 

A viewpoint matching the trend in the literature, came 
from a consulting company, arguing that object technol
ogy was a thing of the early 1990s and that we are already 
in a component based phase6. This also relates to the opin
ion of a telecommunications company that the technology 

6This is also reinforced by the company's Web page motto: "Leaders 
in component based technology" 
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of the language is mature but that there is now orowth e 

in CORBA and the start of true components. Agreement 
came from a merchant bank, reasoning that emerging ar
eas are component based systems, distributed systems and 
databases. (The ODMG only published new specifications 
for databases recently). Therefore the next step for 00 
will be distributed object standards, standardised compo
nent software and pluggable items. The San Francisco 
project7 of IBM was also mentioned as the direction where 
00 is heading. 

9 The global situation 

In this paper we have described the progress in South 
African companies towards the adoption of Object Orien
tation. The problems experienced were highlighted and 
some solutions were proposed. One of the questions in 
the detailed interview aimed to find out what the perceived 
difference in progress towards 00 is locally compared to 
progress abroad. The demand for South African develop
ers overseas suggests that we have very good technical ca
pabilities, with developers experienced in a wide range of 
skills. Though fewer, there are islands of excellence here 
that are comparable to overseas skills. There is, however, 
also evidence suggesting that the high levels of skills avail
able in South Africa are not applicable to 00 development, 
perhaps due to a lack of awareness of 00 in this country. 
There is no 00 guru (a Booch or Fowler equivalent) in 
South Africa. There is no support for Smalltalk here. 00 
has not been implemented as widely here because there 
was never an urgency to do so. 

In other countries there are various institutions where 
00 is already a mature technology and large 00 systems 

7The San Francisco Project is IBM's move towards providing 
reusability: it delivers on the promise of object-oriented programming 
by providing a set of server-based application frameworks - ii consist 
of about 1000 object-oriented system-independent class libraries that 
provides developers with the necessary bililding blocks for developing 
server-based applications [28]. 
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are in place. According to a large export company which 
was interviewed in our research, in product utilisation we 
are on par with companies overseas but in new develop
ment we lag behind. Finally, a consulting company in the 
IT sector was interviewed and provided the following in
formation: generally South Africa is 18 months to 2 years 
behind the US in various technologies. In the US, in 1994, 
21 % of companies had an 00 strategy, in 1995 45% and in 
1996 94%. The verdict is that South Africa is at the 1995 
mark. Figure 7 illustrates the presence of 00 in the 120 
companies used for the telephonic interviews: less than 
half (48%) of the companies surveyed have developed 00 
applications, which therefore matches tftis verdict almost 
exactly. In conclusion, it is this last comment that sug
gests that even though South Africa as a whole has excel
lent technical capabilities, we are still behind in the 00 
arena. It was also mentioned that this situation might get 
worse, with young developers, who are the most mobile, 
leaving the country at an alarming rate. 

10 Conclusions 

This article the progress South African companies have 
made in their transition to 00 was described. In many 
ways the experiences here match the expectations found in 
the literature describing experiences in the USA, such as 
rejection of CASE tools, despondency about metrics and 
inexperience with reuse. The reasons why many compa
nies move to 00 is an area of concern, as well as the lack 
of quality processes and change in organisational structure. 
The lack of methodologies in place emphasised the many 
cases where new tools on the market were adopted and not 
the 00 methodology per se. Perhaps due to the specific 
circumstances here, companies do not have the time or re
sources available to choose the ideal first 00 project. The 
lack of experienced consulting services contributes to this 
predicament. Fortunately, it seems as though the expecta
tions South African companies have for the future of 00, 
is on par with the predictions found in the literature. 
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